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Dear Attendees, Team, and Friends,

the day is finally here! Preparations for the Awoostria Con 2024 began 
eleven months ago in August 2023, and it still feels surreal that the 
convention is now a reality. In just 2 years we went from hosting a bowling 
meet with 10 people to organising a Furry con with over 650 attendees.

We want to thank YOU! Thanks to your support and 
trust, we were able to organise our very first full-blown 
convention. But of course, behind a great story lies a big 
team. Countless hours have been spent preparing this 
event. A BIG THANK YOU to all volunteers, artists, 
musicians, voice actors, and talented people who 
breathed life into this project. Without everyone’s 
passionate work and countless efforts this convention 
would have never been possible.

While you roam around the convention grounds, 
discovering the unique experiences each 

room and activity presents, keep in mind that this is our 
first time too. However, we hope you will enjoy all that 
the convention has to offer: From panels to dances, from 
arcade games to concerts. We even got an interactive 
story for you to experience and take part in. 

We already can't wait to hear your feedback! But for 
now, please enjoy the con!

To an exciting few days! Cheers!
Chairman and Vice Chairman,

LilNoodles and Vex

*Not Rain

WELCOME TO OUR VERY FIRST 
AUSTRIAN CONVENTION!
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Convention Rules

Pictures taken of you in 
public might be used in 

publications.

Keep the noise down 
at night. Some furs 
need their beauty 

sleep!

No means no! Don’t 
harass other 
attendees!

Yes, you may play your 
fav songs. But please 

keep the volume down.

Only consume outside 
food or drinks inside 

your hotel room.

Please don’t smoke/
vape inside the 

convention hotels.

Your badge validates 
your registration. 

Visibly wear it at all 
times!

You like alcohol? 
Great, but please drink 

responsibly.

Please dress and 
behave SFW in public 

areas.

All pointy things must 
be approved by Chief 

of Security.

Scan QR code 
for a complete 
list of our 
policies. Or visit: 
awoostria.at/
policies
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Attendee Guide 
Book

Telegram Infos 
and Lanyard Key

ConOps
And Security

„How can we be 
of Assistance?“

Don’t want to miss out on the latest con 
announcements? Easy! Simply join our official 
Awoostria Announcement channel.

Check back regularly to find out about 
show/panel/event delays, lost and found 
items, spontaneous special events and 
more!

If you’re more of a social type you can get 
in touch with other attendees through the 

official Awoostria Telegram chat.

ConOps Frontdesk is available on

Our Services include:
- Information
- Registration
- Lost and found
- Small fursuit repairs
- Merchandise store

Hygiene products will also be provided at the ConOps Frontdesk.

You can also reach us directly by phone: +43 720 272 621

Security
Available 24h on all official con days. Be on the lookout for these 
lanyards if you’re in need of a security crew member:

Regular Attendee

Lanyard Key

Team

Team Lead

BoD (Board of Directors)

Sponsor

Super Sponsor

Awoostria 
Announce

-ment 
Channel

Awoostria 
Telegram

Chat

Awoostria
Frontdesk 
Channel

Th:   14:00-22:00
Fri / Sat / Sun:  09:00-22:00 
Mon:   08:00-12:00
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Oh no! Theft has struck the Wimberger Hotel!

Our precious exhibit has been stolen and it’s now 
up to you to support Assistant Detective Ace 
Weyland to solve the „Mystery of the Blue Danube“!

Find clues, interrogate suspects and come to 
your own conclusions about the timeline of 
events.

How interrogations work: Find the seven 
character posters with a QR code on them. 
Scan it and choose one of five questions to 
ask the suspect. But beware! Each 
investigator can only ask one question per character. 
You’ll have to work with your fellow attendees to get to 
the bottom of this crime.

How clues work: Clues are scattered throughout the con 
space represented by hidden QR codes. Scan them to 
see what secrets they hold. Don’t forget to present your 
findings to Ace by scanning his character QR code.

All videos can be rewatched (incl. the Opening 
Ceremony)!

A Thief at Large! But how to catch 
them?
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We hope you’ll have as much joy investigating as we had putting it 
all together, and I want to give a big THANK YOU to the whole 
Awoostria team and especially to everyone who helped make this 
unique project a reality in such a short time:

Hello, dear investigators! My name is Volteer, aka 
Chris the opossum, head of the hobbyist voice 
acting studio and YouTube channel Spotted Marten, 
and lead of the Awoostria story department. About 

10 months ago I was approached by the board 
of Awoostria and hired for this position, with the 
task of putting together a team for writing and 
integrating a story into this convention.

Luckily, Mailylion already had formulated the basic idea of using the 
Godot Engine to set up a visual novel style video, as well as some 
storyline and character concepts. With already established contacts 
from my work with Spotted Marten, we quickly took a number of 
voice actors, as well as an additional writer and editor, on board.

After a bit of brainstorming we had an idea: Since our attendees are 
already called “investigators” at a con with an explicitly mentioned 
“mystery” in the title, let’s give them the chance to investigate that 
mystery! And this is how this whole story event was born. We’ve 
been working tirelessly since then, writing and recording over 1000 
lines of dialogue for our eight characters, getting two illustrators and 
two music composers on board, editing and putting everything 
together. And now that the con is actually here, you can read all 
about how the final product works on the page before this one.

A 1920s Detective Mystery VN at a 
Furry Con? Cool! Who made this?

Project / Writing Lead
Manuel „Volteer“ Hahn

Deputy / Writing
Lumi

Writing
Mailylion

Story Editing
Space

Character Art
Evil
Quinn

Graphic Design 
Mailylion

Godot Engine Editing
Mailylion

Voice Cast
Rain - Andre Grandpierre
Ace - Eric „RazorWuff“ Willmott
Cooper - Kroolski
Jack - Orlando Semperfire
Paul - Sorajona
Alex - M. „Karmal" Znamirowski
Aurora - Agatha Maxera
Claire - Perrydotto

Voice Direction & Audio Editing
Manuel „Volteer“ Hahn

Original Score
Covahr
Arthur the Eagle

Visit ourPanel on Friday at 19:00h
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Fursuit Lounge
Th: 14:00 - 03:00

Fr-Su: 09:00 - 03:00

Restaurant
Mo-Su: 12:00 - 22:00

Reception
Mo-Su: 24/7

Joe’s Bar
Mo-Su: 17:00 - 01:00

Courtyard
Mo-Su: 06:30 - 22:00

Breakfast
Mo-Fr: 06:30 - 10:00

(on WE 06:30 - 10:30)

Wimberger / Ground Floor
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Wimberger / First Floor

Dealer’s Den + After Dark DD
Th-Sa: 10:00 - 18:00

Art Show + Charity
Fr-Sa: 12:00 - 20:00

Security
Mo-Su: 24/7

ConOps Frontdesk
Th-Su: 09:00 - 22:00
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Flemings / First Basement

Headless Lounge
Th: 14:00 - 22:00
Fr-Sat: 10:00 - 22:00

Community Room
Th: 12:00 - 22:00
Fr-Sat: 10:00 - 22:00

Activity Area
Th: 12:00 - 22:00
Fr-Sat: 10:00 - 22:00

Accessible 
toilets

can be found on 
the ground floor
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Cuddle Panel 
19:00-21:00

Suit
Lounge

Opening Times
14:00-03:00

HAMLET LOHENGRIN PAPAGENO GIOV./FIGA.

Headless 
Lounge

Opening Times
14:00-22:00

Community
Area

Opening Times
12:00-22:00

How to Fursuit 
First Aid

19:00-20:30

Activity
Area

Opening Times
12:00-22:00

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4+5

Don’t miss out on 
any panels/shows 
while on the go:

Online Con 
Schedule

SEATING
14:00-15:00

OPENING 
CEREMONY
15:00-17:00

Your first Furry 
Convention
17:30-19:00

Advanced DJ 
Techniques
19:00-21:00

Karaoke
21:00-03:00

♫

Wimberger - Thursday Flemings - Thursday

Main Stage Wimberger - Thursday

Stage Dealer’s Den Art Show Suitlounge Panel Headless Lounge ActivityCommunity
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Sponsor/
Supersponsor 
Early Opening

12:00-13:00

Dealer’s Den 
Opening Times

13:00-18:30

Art Show
+

Charity

Opening Times
12:00-20:00

Video Game 
Devs Meet Up

10:00-11:30

Neurodivergent 
Awareness
15:00-16:30

Meet the Guests 
of Honor (GoH)

16:30-18:00

Voice Acting in 
Action

19:00-21:30

Suit
Lounge

Opening Times
09:00-03:00

HAMLET LOHENGRIN PAPAGENO GIOV./FIGA.

Headless 
Lounge

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

Community
Area

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

Photographer’s 
Meet Up

10:00-11:30

How to Paint 
Titanium

15:00-16:30

International 
Snack Exchange

17:00-19:00

Let’s talk about 
VORE (NSFW)

19:30-21:00

Activity
Area

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4+5

General 
Ignorance
10:00-11:30

WHSPRS 
Concert

14:00-16:30

♫

Inflatable Panel
16:30-18:30

18+

Fursuit Charity 
Striptease
18:30-19:30

Murr/Softsuiter 
Meet & Greet
19:30-21:00

18+

„Ballroom of the 
Beasts“ Dance

21:30-03:00
+♫ 18+

Wimberger - Friday Flemings - Friday

Main Stage Wimberger - Friday

Stage Dealer’s Den Art Show Suitlounge Panel Headless Lounge ActivityCommunity
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Dealer’s Den 
Opening Times

13:00-18:30

Teardown
18:30-20:00

Art Show
+

Charity

Opening Times
12:00-20:00

Come draw with 
Emily Creative!

(GoH)
10:00-11:30

Getting started 
as a 

Photographer
12:00-13:30

(Dis-)Ability
Meet Up

17:00-19:00

Beyond the 
Fandom (GoH)

19:30-21:00

VRChat Meet Up
21:00-22:00

Suit
Lounge

Opening Times
09:00-03:00

HAMLET LOHENGRIN PAPAGENO GIOV./FIGA.

Headless 
Lounge

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

Community
Area

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

Furopoly Europe
10:00-11:00

Kemono
Meet Up

11:30-13:00

Paw Panel 
(NSFW)

17:00-19:00

Feline Meet & 
Greet

19:00-20:30

Furry Lingo
20:30-22:00

Activity
Area

Opening Times
10:00-22:00

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4+5

Fons & Friends 
Concert

17:00-19:30

♫

Convention 
Group Photo
14:00-15:00

Fursuit Dance 
Competition
15:00-17:00

The Fandom: 
Screening 

& QnA (GoH)
12:00-13:30

Browocasting
10:00-11:30

18+

Petplay Social
19:30-21:00

„Blue Danube 
Beats“ Dance

21:00-03:00

♫

Wimberger - Saturday Flemings - Saturday

Main Stage Wimberger - Saturday

Stage Dealer’s Den Art Show Suitlounge Panel Headless Lounge ActivityCommunity
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Social Area
10:00-14:00
and from

18:00-22:00

Pickup/Payment/
Return

11:30-14:00

Convention 
Photography
10:00-11:30

Convention 
Attendee 
Feedback

13:00-14:00

Suit
Lounge

Opening Times
09:00-03:00

HAMLET LOHENGRIN PAPAGENO GIOV./FIGA.

Headless 
Lounge

NOT AVAILABLE 
ON SUNDAY

Community
Area

NOT AVAILABLE 
ON SUNDAY

Activity
Area

NOT AVAILABLE 
ON SUNDAY

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4+5

Charity
Auction

10:00-11:30

PowerPoint 
Karaoke

11:30-13:30

SEATING
14:00-15:00

CLOSING 
CEREMONY
15:00-17:00

Trip to Defqon.1
17:30-19:00

„Dead Dogs 
Dance“

19:00-03:00

♫♫

Wimberger - Sunday Flemings - Sunday

Main Stage Wimberger - Sunday

Stage Dealer’s Den Art Show Suitlounge Panel Headless Lounge ActivityCommunity
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Your first Furry 
Convention
Come here often? Or is this your 

first time at a Furry con? So why not join this little shiny panel? 
Experience our security department on stage! Here you get your 
questions answered in a Furry way. Hear about all the things 
newbies always do wrong but need to know in order to get the most 
of your convention.
Main Stage, 17:30-19:00

Cuddle Panel
A panel where fursuiters and non-suiters can cuddle to relaxing 
music and light.
Wimberger, Papageno, 19:00-21:00

How to Fursuit & First Aid
In this panel we will go through some of the most important and 
essential things to keep in mind while fursuiting and how to help in a 
medical emergency of a fursuiter!
Flemings, Room 3, 19:00-20:30

Advanced DJ Techniques: With Operator Burstup
Learn to touch the wheels like a pro, use the crossfader for cuts, 
understand the circle of fifths for better harmonic mixing, create your 
own mashups and remixes. 
Main Stage, 19:00-21:00

Guest Program on 
Thursday
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General Ignorance
Most of what you know is 

generally accepted as the truth, 
but the reality is that it's mostly wrong! Deserts aren't made from 

sand, fish don't exist and possums don't play dead. Come and 
participate in a quiz panel where we'll debunk common myths and 

misconceptions!
Wimberger, Main Stage, 10:00-11:30

Inflatable Panel (NSFW)
Welcome to the squeaky world! We welcome all of you to come and 
join our infla party - you can take pictures and also hug and cuddle 
our inflatable creatures the entire evening! Also you can bring your 

inflatables there, we would be happy to see more squeaks!
Wimberger, Main Stage, 16:30-18:30

Murr & Softsuiter Meet & Greet (NSFW)
Murr- and Softsuiter Meet & Greet offers a unique space for 

murrsuiters and softsuiters to come together, mingle, and connect 
with like-minded individuals. Dive into discussions about industry 

tips, tricks, and experiences while exchanging social media, 
fostering a community of creativity. Join this event to embrace a 

world of "other" furry fun and build lasting connections!
Wimberger, Main Stage, 19:30-21:00

Video Game Devs Meet Up
Do you work in developing video games? Heck games in general? 
Let's meet up and get to know each other! Developers, artists, 
designers and everyone involved in making games - even if you 
aren't! Come on over and find other like-minded folk and perhaps 
walk away with a new „furiend“ or two?
Wimberger, Papageno, 10:00-11:30

Neurodivergent Awareness
Describing common threads of neurodivergent people, with focus on 
ADHD and autism. Finding acceptance around yourself or others, 
but also leaving the panel empowered with hands-on instant 
applicable coping strategies, knowing there is a whole network of 
other people, dealing with the same day-to-day situation. Connect 
and exchange your personal stories later after the panel.  
Wimberger, Papageno, 15:00-16:30

Meet the Guests of Honor
Join Emily, Ash and Chip on this panel and ask them all you want, 
have a chat and listen to their (war)stories! Stay a while and listen! 
Wimberger, Papageno, 16:30-18:00

Voice Acting in Action
The Spotted Marten voice acting studio (creators of the "Mystery of 
the Blue Danube" story event) present their process of creating 
Furry webcomic dubs, in particular with the example of Tamberlane 
by Caytlin Vilbrandt. Volunteers from the audience will also have the 
opportunity to try out voice acting for themselves! 
Wimberger, Papageno, 19:00-21:30

Guest Program on 
Friday
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Photographers Meet Up
Get together to chat about 

photography with fellow 
photographers or join in if you want to chat with photographers! 
Meet, greet, and network with fellow photofurs! No agenda, no 

presentation, just chill.
Flemings, Room 3, 10:00-11:30

How to paint Titanium
Join me on my journey of trial and error from an idea to a finished 

painting on titanium. Learn how to create your own marker for 
painting on titanium surfaces. Understand the theory behind 

anodization of titanium and its similarity to soap bubbles. Then put it 
into practice yourself using a modified marker on a sheet of 

titanium.
Flemings, Room 3, 15:00-16:30

International Snack Exchange
The International Snack Exchange is an event where furs bring 
snacks from their home countries and come together to try out 

different snacks from around the world. None shall be leaving this 
event with an empty belly, but shall have found a new favorite snack 

from another country.
Flemings, Room 3, 17:00-19:00

Let’s talk about VORE (NSFW)
Meet fellow vorny furs, and participate in deep philosophical and 

gastronomical discourse regarding our most appetizing fetish. 
Flemings, Room 3, 19:30-21:00

Guest Program on 
Friday (cont.)
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Browocasting
Ever wanted to know about the 

mysterious world of television 
broadcasts? How a signal from a camera gets from on sight to your 

television screen? In this panel I would like to invite you into the wild 
worlds of broadcasts and how they are made.

Wimberger, Main Stage, 10:00-11:30

The Fandom: Screening & QnA
Join us for an exclusive screening of "The Fandom“. A documentary 
exploring the vibrant world of the Furry fandom. Watch the film and 

participate in a live Q&A session with the filmmakers, Ash Coyote 
and Chip fox, who will share insights into the making of the 

documentary.
Wimberger, Main Stage, 12:00-13:30

Fons & Friends Concert
Fons The Bun & Friends is the live band that performs alternative 
rock concerts from the music of „Fons The Bun“ solo project and 

some well-known songs.
Wimberger, Main Stage, 17:30-19:00

Come draw with Emily Creative!
In this panel, we will gather into small groups and take on fun prop-

based art challenges together! When the time stops, the 
masterpieces get shown, possibly with a short story to match! When 
the panel ends, drawings can be gifted, and hopefully we all make a 

new friend in the process! 
Wimberger, Papageno, 10:00-11:30

Getting started as a Photographer
Professionally into photography since two years. Listen to my 
experience with Furry photography, see if it's something you might 
want to do, get some helpful tips and tricks, hear how I ended up 
where I am, and ask what you've always wanted to ask!
Wimberger, Papageno, 12:00-13:30

(Dis-)Ability Meet Up
In this panel we will meet and discuss what disability actually means 
and what peer-to-peer is, as well as the Furry fandom and what 
possibilities there are. So come on over and have a nice panel! :)
Wimberger, Papageno, 17:00-19:00

Beyond the Fandom
Join Ash Coyote and Chip Fox for an insightful panel discussion on 
their ongoing work documenting the Furry fandom through their 
acclaimed web series, "Beyond the Fandom." This engaging 
session will delve into the intricate process of filming an episode, 
from conception to execution, offering a behind-the-scenes look at 
the creative and technical aspects of their work.  
Wimberger, Papageno, 19:30-21:00

VRChat Meet Up
A place to meet other people who are into virtual reality. 
Wimberger, Papageno, 21:00-22:00

Furopoly Europe
This panel is for presenting my selfmade Furopoly Europe (Furry 
Monopoly) and get ideas for improvements.
Flemings, Room 3, 10:00-11:00

Guest Program on 
Saturday
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Kemono Meet Up
Interested in Kemono fursuiters, 

the fursuit style from Japan? 
Then this little Meet and Greet is for you! Kemono fursuiters and 

interested furs alike are welcome. 
Flemings, Room 3, 11:30-13:00

Paw Panel (NSFW)
Event would be divided into two parts, one with games and getting 

to know each other and second one for taking pictures and relax. In 
the first part I would explain the basics like hygiene and then moving 
forward with little games and rewards! (Such as stickers) the second 

part is for people more interested in taking pictures of their fursuit 
paws as well as playing with them with other people. The room 

would be split into two so everyone could do the activity they like.
Flemings, Room 3, 17:00-19:00

Feline Meet & Greet
Calling all cat lovers to gather and mingle with like-minded 

individuals. Bring your fursuit and immerse yourself in a whisker-
filled afternoon. Don't miss out on this unique opportunity to 

celebrate everything feline at our kitty cat Meet & Greet!
Flemings, Room 3, 19:00-20:30

Furry Lingo
Lingo, a TV show that many Dutch people are familiar with, now 
brought abroad and completely into the Furry theme! The game 
consists of 2 teams of 2 people who fight against each other by 

guessing the most degenerate Furry terms, in a way much like in 
Wordle. The team that guesses the most words will win the game!

Flemings, Room 3, 20:30-22:00

Convention Photography
Did you always ask yourself how 
those photographers take those 

awesome fursuit photos at cons? It's your lucky day, in this panel 
Tenzo will show you how to get started with photography, the 
fundamentals and general etiquette.
Wimberger, Papageno, 10:00-11:30

PowerPoint Karaoke
PowerPoint karaoke is a panel where you can hold some stunning 
presentations about useless knowledge in the way you like! You will 
get a random topic to present, made by someone you don't know. 
Your goal is to present it like it would be your own; in your very own 
unique style! However, you aren't allowed to view the slides 
beforehand! No worries though, the only thing that counts is having 
a fun time! The presenting stage is yours! 
Flemings, Room 3, 11:30-13:30

Trip to Defqon.1
DJ Sorajona will take you on a short trip to DEFQON.1, the biggest 
hardstyle festival in Europe. You'll get dared to engage in fun crowd 
control challenges (circle pits for example), so listen to your DJ and 
shake your furbutts off! Join the madness if you're brave enough! 
Wimberger, Main Stage, 17:30-19:00

Guest Program on 
Saturday (cont.)

Guest Program on 
Sunday
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About Ash Coyote
Ash Kreis is an award-winning documentary 
filmmaker hailing from Portland, Oregon. Her 
diverse body of work delves into niche and 
often overlooked communities, shedding light 
on their unique stories and experiences. One 
of her most notable projects is "The Fandom," 

a film that delves into the rich and 
fascinating history of the Furry 
fandom.

Building on the success of "The Fandom," Ash launched 
an ongoing series titled "Beyond the Fandom." This 
series offers an in-depth exploration of the various 
subcultures within the Furry community. Topics covered 
include Furry music labels, the vibrant world of inflatable 
pool toy Furries, the energetic party scene within the 
fandom, and the Furry community's presence outside of 
the United States. 

About Chip Fox
Chip Fox is the producer behind The Fandom documentary 
film and its series. As a member of the Furry fandom since 
1993, Chip has staffed numerous conventions and furmeets. 
Chip's work and insights have been featured on the national 
American PBS TV series „Subcultured“, „The Worst Year 
Ever“ podcast: „How The Furries Fought The Nazis and Won“, 
and in publications like „Dallas Observer“, „Dallas Magazine“, 
and the „Colorado Springs Independent“.

Chip is passionate about photography, creates 
Furry game mods and collects Furry cartoons 
and media. Professionally, Chip is a space 
systems architect.Ash Coyote & Chip Fox

Guests of Honor:

“LGBT issues, 
fursuit videos, 
gaming and more!”
 - Ash Coyote

Visit TheirPanel on Saturday at 19:30h

Ash Coyote
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EmilyCreative is a self-taught artist from Kolding, Denmark, who has 
been working professionally for over two years. She has 
participated as a vendor at 14 conventions 
in 8 different countries. Emily has created 
merchandise for multiple conventions and 
collaborated with other creators such as 
Pocari Roo.

I developed an interest in art from an early 
age, fuelled by my love for animation, 
cartoons, dragons, and dinosaurs. By the 
age of four, I had already illustrated and 
written a small book about caterpillars! 
Throughout my school years, I was 
constantly doodling on my books, creating 
my own Pokémon designs, and making 
fan art.

In 2017, I experienced illness that required 
a six-month recovery period. During this time, I discovered the Furry 
fandom and, consequently, Furry art. On the same day, I created my 

Fursona, Penelope the Dragon! The Furry fandom provided a 
sense of belonging, and I immediately felt at home. I deeply 
appreciate the community for its shared creativity, love for art, 

and self-expression, which continually inspire and excite me 
to create.

My favourite aspect of my work is creating apparel and 
merchandise. I cherish hearing stories about 
the joy my creations bring to others, 
fulfilling my biggest dream! Helping 
someone smile is exactly why I do 
what I do!

Lanyard Designs by Emily

Emily Creative
Guest of Honor:

“I make all the 
fluffy things. :3”
 - Emily Creative

Visit HerPanel on Saturday at 10:00h
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WHSPRS creates music about digital, 
non-traditional love. The virtual fox 
comes from the queer community of 
the metaverse and finds inspiration 
in friendships and heartbreak on the 
social VR platform “VRChat”. His 
mix of pop-rock melodies contains 
heartfelt and introverted lyrics 
about growing up in a borderless, 
digitized world. WHSPRS is part 
of a progressive spearhead 
group of young individuals who socialize in virtual reality and 
maintain close connections there and in real life. His 
multimedial, tech-experimental background has already led 
to collaborations with digital filmmakers, artists, and 
performers from around the world.

The fox was musically influenced by his father, who was 
born and raised in Liverpool. WHSPRS has already 
played over 250 concerts in total, with live performances 
at the world's largest VR festivals (including Furality) 
and at "real life" international art events (Megaplex 
Florida, Confuzzled Birmingham, Nordic Fuzz 
Convention Malmö, Furry Weekend 
Atlanta, etc.). His hits "Fox Boy" and 
"Night In The Woods" are being 
played to millions of listeners on 
Austria's biggest radio station, 
Hitradio Ö3.

“Will you decide to stay, when 
the accents fade away“

Whsprs, „Fox Boy“ 2023, www.whsprsmusic.com

NFC 2024 in Malmö, Sweden
©Leola Rua

Whsprs
Voices of Austria Feature:

“Austria’s first Popstar
in the metaverse”
 - Hitradio OE3

See him perform on Friday at14:00h
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The Austrian Animal Welfare Association 
is a pioneer in Austrian animal protection. 
Founded in 1899 as the “Austrian Animal 
Protection and Animal Asylum 
Association”, a group of courageous 
animal lovers campaigned for the 
welfare of animals and thus made animal 

protection in Austria possible on a broader 
basis for the first time. To this day, we work 

locally in Austria, together with people for whom 
animals are important and valuable, to ensure that they can lead a 
species-appropriate and dignified life. To this day, we are financed 
exclusively from private donations from our animal lovers.

Our first Charity: „Tierschutzverein 
Österreich“

Find us at Lohengrin
Fr/Sa 12:00 - 20:00
Keep an eye out for 
our charity collectors 

as well!

Animal welfare 
since 1899
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Art Show
Info For Artists

„So, you’re 
sellin’, huh?“

Bidder and Art 
Lover Info

„Wanna buy
Art?“

Information for our Art Show artists
You'll have time to set up your art on Thursday
from 17:00 - 20:00.

You can pick up your money/unsold art on Sunday 
at 11:30 - 14:00.

Before you enter the Art Show room, please remember these 
rules:

• Look, don't touch!
• No photos/videos.
• No food or open drinks inside the Art Show room.
• Only bid when you have the money available.
• Cash only.
• Don't forget to write your badge number on your bidding sheet.
• Your bid must be at least 1€ higher than the current bid.
• Treat other artworks with respect. Keep hurtful words to yourself. 

Not everything has to cater to your taste.

How bidding works
The Art Show opens on Friday at 12:00 and closes Saturday 20:00.
Write your badge number as well as your bid into the bidding sheet.

Do not cover old bids!

General Art Show 
opening times are the 
following:

Fri: 12:00-20:00
Sat:  12:00-20:00 

Sunday (pickup/
payment/returns):
11:30-14:00
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In need of a clue or hint stranger? Then you've come to the right 
place. Search through the wares and who knows what you might 
find.

Various kinds of T-shirts, arts, sketches, comics, or other crafted 
supplies can be obtained here, which may help you with your 
investigation.

No matter if you came just to look around or listen to rumours, step 
into the Dealer’s Den where whispers are information and money 
can get you anything.

Don’t miss out on the AFTER DARK Dealer’s Den which will be 
selling all things kinky even during regular opening hours.

 The Dealer’s Den: All the fine Arts 
and Crafts you could ever want!
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Fri: 13:00-18:30
Sat: 12:00-18:30

Dealer’s Den 
Opening Times
(incl. After Dark)

Early Opening Times for Sponsors/
Supersponsors: Fri: 12:00-13:00

EXIT ENTRANCE

AD
-1

AD
-2

AD
-3

9 8 7 6 5

10 11 12 13

16 1518 17

21
20

22

19

14 2

1

3
4

18+
Area

DIRECREATURES

DIRECREATURES

SORAJONA / DARJACRAFTS

DINSKIDOTART

ALMER’S CREATIVE DUNGEON

PAWSOME FURSUITS

EMILY CREATIVE

CHAOSTHIEF’S CREATIONS

TARU APPAREL

NAHYON

HENRIEKE & KARPOUR

FRUCTOSEE’S ARTS AND CRAFTS

ALIJANA’S WORKSHOP

SCARHEX

GRION / FURSUITUP

BUNS AND BACON

CRITTER CREATURES SUITS

DEATHLIGHT_K

ARVEN - PANTHERA COMICS

EZCOOLDOWN

EZCOOLDOWN

TECHNICALLYKAI

18+ AFTER DARK AREA

KISU AND FRIENDS

HK GEAR

VADER-SAN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

AD 1

AD 2

AD 3

Finest Arts and Crafts by these fine 
Creatures

Dealer’s Den Map
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Richie Thomas 21:00House

Friday (NSFW)
Ballroom of the Beasts 

DeltaTheJay 22:00Dance

Asgra 23:00Electro

KilianDash 24:00Hardstyle

Dracodraco 01:00Nightcore

TBA 02:00Techno

Sunday
KM & KW present:

Dead Dogs still know
how to dance

Various DJs 21:00

Tea++ 21:00Electro House

Saturday
Blue Danube Bangers

KanaMau 22:00Banana House

Glexes 23:00Hard Dance

Cheetah 24:00Eskalation

Burstup 01:00Jungletek

Dances and DJ 
Line-Up

„Time to Boogie 
at the Main 

Stage!“
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DJ Profiles
„Hopefully no 
Murder on the 
Dancefloor“

Asgra
Confusing people about "that idiot" behind the 
decks since 2010. Can't help it, I simply love to 
party. Join me maybe?

Burstup
Burstup performed at Vienna Comic Con for a 
remarkable ten years, and at Furry conventions 
such as Brasil Fur Fest, Megaplex, Eurofurence, 
Confuzzled and Nordic Fuzz Con. He developed 
a unique style that fused elements of Hip-Hop, 
Trip-Hop, Jungle, Drum'n'Bass, Jungletek, 
Breaks, and House. His ability to seamlessly 
blend these genres into a cohesive and 
captivating soundscape set him apart from his 
contemporaries.

KanaMau
Popular amongst various Furry events across 
Europe Kana is known for his signature "Banana 
House" Style. You will never know what you get, 
but one thing is for sure... it's going to be 
Bananas.

Glexes
Do you like to Rave? I'm Glexes and i like to put 
on a show! Mashups, Edits, Remixes at a high 
energy level. Join me and lets shake the 
dancefloor!

dracodraco
dracodraco is a Ukrainian music producer, DJ 

and a member of the artistic collective 
dreamstation.

Tea++
Hi, I'm Tea++! I like punchy kicks and searing 
synths, covering most tempo ranges. And I'm 
pretty sure I can find something you know the 

lyrics to.

KilianDash
Hi my name is KilianDash, and I am an Austrian 
DJ who loves to play Alpenjodler Hardstyle and 
make people on the dancefloor lose their minds.
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Cheetah
Cheetah has been a staple of Furry parties who 
really can't afford a proper DJ since around they 
early 2000's - and now he's here, about to press 
the play button so hard you won't know what hit 
you!

DeltaTheJay
Delta here, your musical tour guide through the 
sounds of Europe. I've spent my life grooving 
across the continent, and now I'm bringing those 
vibes to you! Let’s rave and have an amazing 
night together!

TBA
„Techno Bitch Animals“

Richie Thomas
I do things with buttons, house music, festivals, 

and questionable dance moves. House music 
will always love you back, so we can turn 

Awoostria into our house <333

…but wait, 
there’s more!

„Night falls, so 
put your paws on 
the dancefloor!“
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Please keep these rules in mind before entering the Fursuit 
Lounge:

• Don’t take pictures or record video.
• Only Staff, Fursuiters, and one helper for each Fursuiter are 

allowed inside the Suit Lounge.
• Do not block the entrance to the Suit Lounge.
• Do not use the Suit Lounge as a shortcut to the Stage.
• Do not touch others fursuits/items without their permission.
• If fursuit items are in your way, please contact staff to have them 

relocated.
• Do not reserve spots for fursuit parts with towels/tape, etc.
• Glass, food and drinks brought from outside are strictly forbidden 

inside the Suit Lounge! Please only consume the refreshments 
provided in the designated area and do not take anything near 
the fursuits.

• Although Awoostria tries to have staff at the Suit Lounge at all 
times, we cannot guarantee things going missing unfortunately.

• That said, Awoostria is not responsible for loss/theft of any 
property.

• Please try to nametag/personalise your items for easy 
recognition. For that purpose, markers will be provided to 
nametag any of your belongings.

Once in a while, every Furry detective needs to have a breather 
and freshen up.

We have created a safe space for fursuiters free of jewel stealing 
criminals where they can cool down and have a drink. 

Your fellow attendees might also have 
some information relevant to the case. 
So listen closely!

- Where is the Main Suit Lounge 
located? -

You will find the Main Suit Lounge 
at the Hotel Wimberger inside the 
Giovanni/Ermani/Figaro rooms.

- What’s available at the Suit Lounge? -

Freezers and cold water 
for your cooling vests. We 
also provide free 
refreshments, snacks, 
mirrors, fursuit dryers, 
and every suiters 
favourite: Fans!

Fursuit Lounge
Location, basic rules and…fans!

Thu: 14:00-03:00
Fri: 09:00-03:00
Sat: 09:00-03:00
Sun: 09:00-03:00
Mon: 08:00-12:00

Fursuit Lounge 
Opening Times
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- Where is the Headless Lounge located? -

The Headless Lounge can be found at the Hotel Flemings’ first 
basement, inside Room 1. Take off your fursuit head and enjoy 
some free drinks and snacks.

Some additional rules for the Headless Lounge:

• All the rules for the Main Fursuit Lounge do also apply for the 
Headless Lounge at the Flemings Hotel.

• Although there will be some space to put your head/paws down 
temporarely, we ask NOT to keep any fursuit parts at the 
Headless Lounge long amounts of time.

• There will be NO STAFF present in or at the Headless Lounge. If 
you see anything suspicious, please contact a staff/security 
member.

Headless Lounge
Time to lose your head!

Thu: 14:00-22:00
Fri: 10:00-22:00
Sat: 10:00-10:00

Headless Lounge 
Opening Times
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- Sponsors -

Acheron Fox
Achillo
Apollo
Arkon inu
Arokh
Artec
Arvenick
barx
Batty
Beefox
Bendrial 
BitVoid
BlueBloodyFox
Blueni
Bouncer
Bronco
Cartooncoon
ClemsKop
CoVahr
Coyotolus
Cronus
Datscher
Defoxx
Distsujbo
Dracovibat
DragonInquisitor
Ebirin
EpicLPer
Ferro
Fighter
floriegl
Fluffy31
Furrco

Gallen
GettaProot 
Goldiger
Golinchen
GustoBunny
Hanon
HighlandPeter
Ike
JackTheFox
Jacky
Jibril
Kai
KalouLionpaw
kamsirius
Karudoge
Kaskras
Kemonokun
Kiera
Koda
Lanny
LightDust
Luke Husky
LycaonWolf
Marcimoo
Myra
Nerfy
Night Lord
Oggie
Orlando
Pauly
Pepper_Fox
Philipp the SNEP
Pixel
Psi
Purrma

Racefox
Rain
Ravekine
Reiko Aldrakar
Reptaiin
RyuxWolf
Satti
Shadow Walker
Silver 
Sivath
Skorpyo
Sleepy
Sorajona
Štejf
Sylveon
Synthie
Szheros
Taire
Teki
Tenzo
TheB1rd
Theodor aka 
Wanderfalke
Theron
Tib Averus
Tomic
Torrn
Vargore
Virtus
Voltage
Volteer
Waschbaerkebab
watchterra
wayne_ryukko
Wolfy

Yamavu
Yazinto
Zas

- Super-
Sponsors -

~Shiny~
4w4cs
Ægialeus
ANTIcarrot
Aozora
ArdyMoon
Arkano
AshCoyote
Auriko
AUT_Werwolf01
aviraccoon
Azen
Bronko
Burstup
Cheetah
cHimaerA
Chip_vie
ChipFox
Chris
Courgus
Cutefluff
CypherSnep
Defus
Dinski
DoggoDot

Dragon Obskuritas
DrChamp
Dzyngvo
ElectricalYeen
Elias
EmilyCreative
Erafin
Fabia Lupo
fiasco
Firefox
Firiondragon
Fluffy wolf
Fox
Foxtaker 
Fractal Fox
HakkoFX
HardBakedPotato
Hene
Hewie
Huscai
IgniVulpes
Inari
iPoke
itstoto
Jack 
Jec
Jimin
Kaaliss Al'Mer
Karmal
Kismet Namtaru 
KitKat
Kuhlimuh Markus
Kuschelfuchs
Laako
LatiusZenasXeros
LordArcanisDragonis
Lotor

Lucky
Lumi
Mars
Midnight Myth
Misha Da Nox
Moss
naunan
Nox
Oolas
Parzival
Philip4415
Pump King
Pup_Rex
Raket
Rayleth
Razurac
Rex
Rifaa
Rin
Rolen
Roll Lee
Ryuukii Neko
Satoru
Shiba Taro
Shiro_Shep
Shirou
Snopywien 
Spacelag
StakeHirsch
StarkTheDragon
Strain_Wolf
Tay
Thoren
Tobi
Toffee_The_Manokit
Unicat
Varrox

Vector
Volskar
WFoxy
XAN
Xenorion
Xinter
Yamazaki
yuki
Zorokee
Zymen

Sponsor/Supersponsor Credits
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- Executive Board -

Chairman
LilNoodles

Vice-Chairman
Vex Wusky

Head of Finance
SnowyBoiAdam

Secretary
Kruemel

- Fursuit Support -

Lead
Daflon

Deputy
Nanuk

Volunteers
Štejf
Kratias
Sivath
Glax
Batty
Karu

- Security -

Lead
Hashu

Deputy
ParkerTrashfox

Volunteers
Blackyyy
Eltho
Space
Firefox
FireDawg
Birko
Koltas
Subius
Fervory 
Ike
Taire

- Dealer’s Den -

Lead
Kaaliss

Deputy
Raika

Volunteers
Aozora
WarriorAutobot

- Stage Tech -

Lead
Kruemel

Deputy
Fufu

Volunteers
Khleb
Akakiro
Smartie
Zanec
Blueni
Glexes
Philipp the SNEP
Atry
KilianDash
Thiritin

- Charity -

Lead
Rox

- IT Department -

Lead
Diego

Volunteers
Cronus

- Con Ops Front 
Office -

Lead
Nahalo

Deputy
Swift

Volunteers
Sivalla
Apollo
Atlantik the Wox
Synthie
ElectricalYeen
Fluffbrush
RyuukiiNeko

- Registration -

Lead
HexagonHusky

Deputy
Wiesel

Volunteers
Fondy
Luke Husky

- Events/
Programming
Events -

Lead
Kruemel

Track Lead
Minute

Volunteers
Maar_GH

Host
KanaMau

- Creative 
Department -

Lead
Vex_Wusky

- Story Dept. -

Check out on
p. 11

- Graphics -

Lead
Mailylion

Volunteers
Render Fox

- Multimedia -

Lead
Cartooncoon

Deputy
Ice

Volunteers
GoodWolf
LouTheK9
KlokiFolfie
Thiritin

- Decorations -

Lead
Vex Wusky

Volunteers
Mailylion
Hypi

- HR Department -

Lead
LilNoodles

Volunteers
Icy
Cartooncoon

Staff Credits
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Mystery of the Blue Danube 
Title
Mailylion
Evil
Quinn

Conbook Design
Mailylion

Conbook Front Page BG
Chap

Rules of Conduct
Deathlight

Lanyards
Emily Creative

Sponsor Pin, Poster, Mug
Deathlight

Con Shirt
Deathlight

Banner Lobby
Emily Creative

Roll-up Suit Lounge
Karpour

Roll-up Dealer’s Den +AD DD
Dinski

Door Sign Art Show
Mjoelke

Story Characters
Evil
Quinn

Conbook Illustrations

p. 02 / Deathlight
p. 03 / Arven
p. 05 / GanryuArt
p. 12+13 / Yuki
p. 19 / Fire Hyena
p. 21+26+27 / Dinski
p. 32 / SparksReactor
p. 38+39 / TechnicallyKai & 
Mjoelke (Collab)
p. 47 / Ebirin
p. 48 / Imiak
p. 50 / Glax
p. 51 / Daisy
p. 60 / Karpour

Artist Credits


